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Who would not revere and appreciate the Ethiopian cultural value of secrecy and conspiracy working 

side by side for Millennium? But if they are not joined by the letter S, they are disruptive as we all can 

see in today’s world of chaos or mess. 

I like the secrecy and conspiracy of the Abyssinians and I also give appreciation to the secrecy and 

openness of the Oromo intellectuals. Nevertheless, Ethiopian elites failed to communicate with one 

another especially with the onset of the Ethiopian Revolution. Here is how they failed:- 

1. Secrecy theory: Because we live in the same climate, time and  space, we are not different 

human species 

2. Conspiracy theory:  foreign powers such as America want Ethiopians to disassociate with 

conspiracy and secrecy life style. 

 

Fallacy number 1 

The Americans since their early years of involving in the Ethiopian affairs, they are in the unity of 

Ethiopia and Eritrea not in their separation. Why because American interest lies in the Blue Nile and not 

in the Red Sea as widely imagined. Interest in the Red Sea is exclusively in the domain of Israel. You can 

check the blog of Herman Cohen, ex ambassador to Ethiopia. As to why the interest of America and 

Israel coincides in Ethiopia and Eritrea is anybody’s guess. 

Fallacy number 2. 

Eritrea has never been part of Ethiopia. Actually it was not only part of Ethiopia, it was the main 

Ethiopia. Then, why all this claim and counter claims result in wars and revolutions? 

The answer lies in the names and contents of Ethiopia. Ethiopia is a tradition, a current one and a future 

one. Tradition is history (Eritrean domain), the people of Ethiopia and Eritrea are current, and the future 

is utopian. In other words, the past, the current and the future are not only interlinked but also 

inseparable. Ethiopia is a living example of human destiny. 

Fallacy number 3. 

EPRP (Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party) galvanized the Ethiopian Revolution to separate all of us, 

if not to destroy us. Check for yourself if it is true. 

Here is a resume of EPRP: 

Love for the letter E (fingers and toes) E is pronounced as Ei in Ethiopia whereas in Eritrea, it is EA = 10 

Respect for party governance which are still missing in both Ethiopia and Eritrea 

In order to accomplish this task of love of people and respect for party politics, the Ethiopian 

Revolutionary Youth led by their mentors and role models undertook a daring Revolutionary path to 



bring Ethiopia to the 21st century. This path named/baptized as DEMOCRACIA was designed by BDT. It 

was not only proper to refer to the Greeks who gave us the name of Ethiopia for the land and Eritrea for 

the sea, but also in the essence of the word itself which also originated from the Greeks (GRK). 

As history of anthropologist testify that human beings originated in Ethiopia, our mentors and role 

models informed us that Arts has originated in Africa travelled to Europe via Science and further to 

America to become Technology, (AST). 

Who are the Artists and the Scientists in the Ethiopian case? The readers can name them, but I would 

mention Tsegaye Gebre Medhin aka DEBTERAW. He was an Artist and a Scientist at the same time. The 

Art & Culture part can be deciphered from his real name and the science part is embedded in his 

penname, DEBTERAW. For Tsegaye DEBTERAW, Art and Science in Ethiopia are inseparable just like the 

mind and the heart. A case in point is my personal struggle of heart surgery and stroke condition being 

played at separate hospitals.  

According to DEBTERAW, Arts, he argues is the domain of the people and he calls it KI’N’T. Other artists 

like Haile Gerima, ascribe Arts to the individual. There lies the problem with Ethiopian Revolution. Some 

copied the slogan without understanding it. Now that we can see that Arts belong to the people, 

individuals can be their own individual artists. DEBTERAW has rested his case. Now is the era of 

Technology and DEBTERAW is sending messages of oxygen via DD (digital/democracy) to both the 

Eritrean and Ethiopian people.  

President Obama in his last night speech of the Union asked the American people to embrace change, 

DEBTERAW has asked the Ethiopian people some thirty years ago. Check the similarities between 

Obama and Debteraw on which I have written an article on their similarities and differences, some years 

back. Google it under the title “CALL ME BY MY NAME: solutions with DEBTERAW. 

Today similarly to President Obama’s call, DEBTERAW’S call is to unite not only Ethiopians but also 

Eritreans where ever they are. He has written a letter to that effect and we better embrace it. 

DEBTERAW always believe in “live la difference”! If anyone doubt about his belief, I have a proof to 

show you. This is the political POINT OF VIEW OF DEBTERAW, TSEGEYE GEBRE MEDHIN. 

How is that DEBTERAW relate Arts and Science in the Eway Ethiopian Revolution? Debteraw alludes to 

the two Zera Yacobs of Ethiopia, one of Axum the other of Ankober. The Axumite Zera Yacob was a 

philosopher upon which we still practice our life. The Ankoberite Yacob was a king upon which many 

Monarchy and Nobility followers still strive to survive and thrive.  

Today’s message from DEBTERAW, is for all Eathipians to ask and trust one another. It is abbreviate to 

A&T of DEBTERAW. 

TRUTH WILL PREVAIL 

 For questions and concerns 

oboaradashawl@gmail. 
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